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FOREWORD

Because many people change jobs, and some do so frequentlk, future education and work pro-
grams have to be concerned with and improw the ability of individuals to make career changes.
Under sponsorship by the National Institute of Education, The Center is conducting research and
development on questions of what schools should be teaching to all students to improve their chances
of adapting to new jobs when a job change is desirable or necessary.

One interim product of this effort is this review of literature and research on the transferability
of vocational skills. This sumrhary and discussion serves as one component of a multifaceted R&D
effort aimed at identifying the types of personal and job characteristics that previous research has
identified as cominon, and potentially transferable from one work situation to another. The revievi

,isintended to form the basis for a synthesis of .what is presently known about the factors which
influence the transferability of vocational skills and the implications of those factors for education.

. Published separately but augmenting this review of the transferability of skills, are two other
review papets. Though prepared independently, the three papers relate to the common concern for
identifying the factors which can facilitate occupational adaptability. One is a review of what is
known about the range of occupation-related skills and characteristics that could be considered

'transferable from one occupation to another. It focuses on describing those transferable skills which
are teachable in secondary and post-secondary career preparation programs. The other is a review
of what is,known about the characteristics of jobs tfiat are considered common. It focuses on various
approaches-CO job classification exploring how they may contribute to a etter understanding of
occupational adaptability and skill transfer. These and bther planned peoject reports are listed inside
the backcover of this report. ,

The Center expresses its deep appreciation to Dr. Altman for his scholarship in the preparation
of the report. Recognition is also dueDr. Douglas Bray, American Telephone and Telegraph; Dr.
Keith Goldhammer, Mchigan State University; Dr. R. B. Miler, Poughkeepsie, New York; Dr. EdWard
Morrison, The Center; Dr. Anne ,Roe, Tuscon, Arizona; Dr. Arthur DeW. Smith, Department of
Manpower and Immigration, Ottamia; and Dr. Douglas Sjogren;Qolorado State Pniversity 'for their
critical review of the mahuscript Prior-to final revision and publication. Special gratitude and
appreciation is extended to the project's Panel of Consultants: Dr. Marcia Freedman, Conservation
of Human Resources;Dr. Jerome Moss, University of NI nnesota; Dr. Calvin Taylor,,University of
-Utah; and to Mr. Robert Stump,.National.Institute of Education for their help and contributions to
the project and throughout the development of this report.

The report was prepared under the general overiight of Dr. Frank C. Pratzner, Director of The
Cener's study of occupationally transferable skills.
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Director
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PREFACE

I began preparation of this paper with a number of basic convictions which have been reinforced
by review,.discussion, and analysis. Somehow, it seems, education for life must derive its objectives
and substance from real-world activities..Systems and task analysis methods have appeared tote the
best available to date for linking real-world and educational practice. Yet; such methods have seemed
inidéquate to the purpose in several important ways:

,

I Methods for task identification,'enumeration, and description are relatively straight-
forward and adequatebut they require enormous investment oi resources for any
but the mast specific and limited of real-world contexts. The return on idvestment
for non-specific education tends tO be very poor.

I ,Truly analytic aspects of so-called task analysis have not s]loivn uniqUe utility to
drive the definition of significant educational objectives. There is little evidence
that results would differ whether ar not educatianal developers went through the
motions of Applying analytic models:,

,12

I Efforts to derive general taxonornieS of tasks have no proven ability to enhance
cost/efficiency of task aqalysis for education.

Despite these deficiencies in our techniques for dealing with task data, two additional consid-
erations underscored the importance of coping with real-world tasks:

I Task performanCe is the only generally Acceptable basis for inferring skill.

I Knowledge of task similarity is essential for accurate predictirn of skill transfer.

All of the above considerations led to the following emphases:

I Consistency with the Spirit of systems and task analysis while avoiding many of its
common Mechanicsspecifically trying to avoid a requirement for exhaustive
identification, enumeration, description, oi analysiS of tasks.

I Delineation of a general, thOuglvadmittedly tentatiVe and gross, franiework for:

Sampling and characterizing real-world tasks.

Organizing educational tasks.

,



Hopefully, such a framework will:

Encourage and support serious analysis of real-world requirements WI
diverting major resources from the creation of responsive educational expii.

Define educational task similarity in ways that will facilitate positive skill
transfer within school, from school to real-world performance, and acioss real-
world contexts.

James W. Altman
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SUMMARY

I.

. t-
t"

_

p
-

, This paper, conjectures about motivational, behavioral, and conteitual factors.in the transferability
of vocational skills. The sfate of orgahized reliable knowledge in eaCh domain is found to be rudi-
mentary, at best. Plough hints of the underlying dynamicsare garnered to suggest a general approach
to educational prog 'rim:ming for maximum. positive trpsfer of-skills. This approach ingluilOs:

*-.,
dermition of the real-World conttts toward whiCh theedn'eational program

'is oriented.

.

I Analysis of relevant contexts in terms of the classes.O.beliaviOral element's involved
in task performance.

,
y.

I Development of -educational tasks which recoltsetkct behavioral elements identified in
,the real world, but with cost/effective educeti;5nal programming rather than direct
simulation as the ceatial criterion. " ' .

,/ Sequencing of educational oppoitu-nities such that an iiidiiidual at,each stage of his or
her educatiorial experience will have demonstrated "6-5mpetency on significantlasks.-

-,

, Arranging the conditions of skill acquisition so that the unique transfer characteristics
of perception, intellectual processing, memory, response, and integration of informa-
tional/motivational feedback will be realized. Emphasis is given to conditions in all
facets and phases of education which inaude:

Challengeopportunity to succeed or fail against known standards.

Fair feedbackscaled realistically, and contingent upoh performance.

Growthan increasingandividual responsibility for task selection, standards, and
self-evaluation.

1 0
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a

INTRODUCTION

r.

The purpose of this paper is to conjecture about the factors which influence the transferability
of vocational skills and the implicationsof these factors for education. We mean by vocational slcill
any'capability of a worker to performa job task. We infer skill transfer from observation of consis-
tent relationships among task performances. We consider transfer to be positive when a high level of
performance in one instance is associated with enhanced perforannce on a subsequent instance and

e-ttrbe negative when superior performance in a prior instance is associated with subsequent degraded
performance.

. -We are not concerned in this paper with factors that facilitate movement into or across jobs.
Rather, our concern is limited to a consideration of factors that will influence performance when and
if such movement ocCurs.

Figure 1: presents a simple model of our general assumptions about the sources or influence on
perfoi'manee, skill, and skill transfer. At the 1110: general level, we assume that skill transfer depends
upon similarity within and among motivational, tentextual, and behavioral domains. Each domain
represents a different point of view from which a given body of skill transfer may be' considered:

The MOTIVATIONAL domain is concerned with the interests, attitudes, goals, and
reinforcers which guide the individual's actions.

The BEHAVIORAL domain is concerned with the sequence and array of processes
through which an individUal arrives at measurable end performante having practical
utility.

I The CONTEXTUAL domain is concerned with the performance requirements imposed
by the environment as well as the organizational, information, and physical support
provided.

It is part of our fundamental argument that effective analysis of skill transfer requires simultaneous
consideration from all three points of view.

We discuss the structure and functioning of each domain in the.Tolowing,three sections, even
though acceptable taxonomies and dynamic models do not exist for any. Notwithstanding this
thoroughly unsatisfactory state of affairs, we consider in a fourth section the implications for
education of our current modest,knowledge about skill transfer.

1
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Figure 1. Principal sources of influence on skill transfer.
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We include in this.domain of considerations interests, goals, attitudes, values, and ieinforcers of
bel*.avior. This is an enonnous and sprawling field with limited integration of alternative conceptionS.
Even a cursory review across the full span of argument and einpirical data would be far outside the
scope of this paper. Our objective here is much more modestto suggest what currently appear to be
the major motivational factors impaCting on skill transfer.

Figure 2 summarizes the princiPal elements relating to wokk motivation: Three elementsere
: external to the motivational domain, but interact strongly with it:

Task PERFORMANCE (through whigh 31cill can bOinferred) depends upon the motivation
ohhe individual rker. Feesitack about performance is, m turn, a major source of mod-

) vation for the futur

I CONTEXT defines.

Pdlormance requiremerits,and criteria of sucCess; whicii have a prime impact on motiiation.

Informational and other resources v,iiich influence the probability of successful perform-
ance, with its resulting hnpact on motivation..

Outputs froth the enVironment in the form of rewards, punishinents, and penalties which
guide the Course of motiVational development.

BEHAVIOR includes covert procesies which may be essential in achieving required perform-
ance, but may not bepbvious freith observation of overt performance. Analysis of such
!`background" 1háviora1 processes may -contribute. to an Understanding of motivational
structures and!elynamics by both individual task performers and by outside observers.
0:inversely, an Understanding Of relevant motivation Mai greatly facilitate an understanding

; of the total set Of behavioral ptocesses involved in any given task perforiiiance.

We are concerned with four principal influences within the 'motivational donagin:

MEDIATION which is concerned with the human and other media by,Which rierfonnance-
-related data are fed to the performer.

SALIENCY which is conceimel with the significance of goals and,motivational feedbaCk to
the performer.

. -

CONTINGENCY,which is concerned*Iththe linkages the performer makes between per-
_.

formadcd and subsequent Motivational feedback.

PRQBABILITY which is Concerned with the likelihood of successful accomplishment of a.
taglc,-at whatever level may be defined as a standard for success.

-

Each of these sources of effect oil motifttion is discussed, in turn, in the following four sections

J
, -3
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Figure 2. Principal elements of work Motivation.
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Saliency, contingency, and probability combine to generate two principal kinds of motivation
PERFORMANCE MOTIVATION and SUCCESS MOTIVATION. These tw,o types of motivation
then resolve into a PROPENSITY for particular kinds of behavior and performance. Performance

'motivation, success motivatiOn, and behavioral propensity are each discUssed below.

Throughout these disenssions we will Consider any tendency to perform a task or striving for
its successful completion asan indication of motivation. Verbal anti other expressions of
feelings will also be considered to haVe Potenfial relevanco to am individual's motives
extensively noted (Vroom, 1964), there is not-necessarily a high correlation among prebuilied effects
of motivation such as expressed job satisfaction,1absences, turnover, and task performance.

Mediation

Mediation of motivational feedback has long been a mafor issue in human affairs. Long and
hitensive debates on topics such as the parental -role in child raising, the role of teaChers and tests

. in education, and traditional versus "job-enriched" indUstrial Settings have focused on responsibility
for mediating informative and motivational feedback. Control systems and human tactors engineers

N'xpend a great deal of effort on designing electromechanical mechanisms for enhancing performance
feedback to the worker. .

,

Albert Bandura (1969, n.d.). has emphasized the pervasive hfiman tendency to set one's own
standar& and evaluate one's own behavior in.accordance with such standards. He has presented :
a rem orcement theory model and a great deal dexpefiniental data relating to self-medisted feed-
back. Behavioratresearchers who have,experienced,working with human subjeAs in "controlled"
laboratorY situations can attest to their active role in interpreting-behavior, frequently in Ways quite

,different'from those intended by the experimenter. Indeed, a rather elaborate Methcorldeogy (Swets,-.
11973) is-requiredto isolate inch factors froth other behavioral processes of interest innffae laboratory.

On the other hand, James Altman and-others (1969) have emphaSized the unique role self-mediated
informationaland motivational feedback can play in going beyond the resUlts from an already mature
and effective industrial safety program.

The Mediation of motivational feedback is an important factor in determining performance arid
the individual is an important agent in this mediation. This self-mediation, 'however, interacts with
the role of other humans and nonhuman media ot feedback. The particular mix of -roles has an fin-
portant impact on skill transfer. In general, the more similar the feedback mediation from one situa-
tion to another the greater the potential for poSitive skill-transfer.

We can obServe outstanding examples of positive transfer whenever highly effeetiw executives
move from one coMiiany.to another, no malter how dissimilar the companies are with Tweet to
technology or organizational arrangement: The effective manager quickly moves tadefile his or
her goals, set priorities, identify reliable information sources and self-evaluateTterformanee before
influential others in the situation take such initiatives. Positive transfer can-be observed at the other
end of the continuum when- workers,who have beconie conditioned to closely supervised routine
work-adapt better to neW jobs which are also closely supervised_and routine than cellowworkers
with More relevant and-superior technical skills (Turner & Lawrence, 1965).

Examples of negative skill transfer can also be observed. Personnel with rigorous advanced
graduate training are frequently less effective when they enter employment than less well trained
colleagues. Individuals who have long beenconditioned* the educational environment sometimes

1 5
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Seem to require a c-onsiderable adaptation to the realization thatthere is no professor with right
and wrong.answers. Theessence of high-level work in business is frequently learning from the
unique problenis themselves, nottrom some pre-ordained expert Iyho modulates and evaluates
progress toward an' already known solution.

Another kind of negative transfer from a change in feedback mediatiOn occurs Wlien workers
go 1,.6m personal to externalized responsibility. For example, G. P. Latham and G. A. Yukl (1976)
report a negative effect on job satisfaction when quality evaluation (which has been self-evaluated
only) was added to an external measure of -production.

Saliency

Saliency is conCerned with the nature and extent of utility or disutility goals and their achieve-
ment or nonachievement have for individuals. Feedback is important both because it may have
qualities which are intrinsically pleasant or unpleasant as well as providing information about progress
toward more remote goafs. For present purposes, we will consider interests, attitudes, and opinions
tO be verbal or other expressions by the individual relating to the saliency of different wo& contexts

or features.
,

Saliency is a complex issue which has been discussed Under a great many4ubries and vath aeon-
siderableolivergence in conceptAnn.- It is a considerable distance fronfa.generally,accepted TomAution.
It ibuld be UnreaSOnable to irciire to or pretend such resaution here flaweveri we can idea/abr.

I Five important:attributes of the context which the individual perdeives from mediated feedi-
' back, namely:

LEVEL of individual -welfare to which the phenomena of interestrelate.

PARTICULARITY with which feedback is tied to the-specific-context,

LATENCY betWeen individual action and feedback:'

MAGNITUDE of the feedback.

EQUITY of the outcome as perceived through mediated:feedback.
\'

Two kinds of outcomes for.the individual, namely:

UTILITIES or favorable outcomes for the individual.

DISUTILITIES or unfavorable outcomes for the inilividual.

'I Two kinds of saliency, namely:

. PERFORMANCE SALIENCY which. is concerned with the importance to the indimiuu.
of participating or not participating in a given context.

SUCCESS SALIENCY which is concerned with the importance to the individual achiev-

ing or not achieving goals in a given context.

Attributes, outcomeS, and types of saliency are discussed, in turn; below. Their gown' reigior4skups
are suggested in Figure 3. ,

6 .
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Attributes

Mediated feedback from work contexts and'performance has many different attributes which
can be organized in a great Many different ways. -No generally accepted,scheme exists for their

, delineation and analysis. In general, we can, expect greatest positiye transfer of skills across contexts
that provide the individnal with similar kinds 6f feedbaCkInd less or negative transfer across contexts
which provide the individual with dissimilar feedbackrecognizing as we must that each individual
will probably mediate and interpret feedbaCk in an active and sornewhatidiosyncratic way.

. .

We can identify five general attributes which the individnal derives from mediated feedback
and something of the special iMplications of each general attribute forskill transfer. These general
attributes are LEVEL, PARTICULARITY, LATENCY, MAGNITUDE, and EQUITY. Each is dia-

..

cussed briefly below; ,

LEVEL: This attribute is concerned with, the point:sof intersection between motivational feed,
back and the hierarchy of an individual's needs'. Sample leyels in such a hierarchy .mighthé: .

Physiological need's for food, water, oxygen., etc. are the most imperative. Their_direct
gratifiCation dorninates those hdnting-gathering'societies which face a resourde-scarceeniiron-
ment. As pointed aut)zoy Uriel G Foa (1971), population density and increasedinsit4tional .

speCializations have been emaciated' with the.creation of less direct, but more efficient-ad
universal, media of resources exchange: Goad air,.comfort breaks, quiet and other envinin-
mental factors are closely tied to-physiological needs and,can be important factors in turn-
over, morale, absence, and may even be so out of tolerance:that they directly:interfere with
task performance. However, directgratification or Withholding of resourceSto meet physio-
logical 'needs is not generally effiCacious in an advanced technological society.. A:picture of
workers being fed food pellets when they meet a producticin quota may have its-place in
Sciente fiction, bAitnotin modern western business and industry..

Emotional needs relate tO a reductibm of disequilibria in the autonomic nervous system and
associated endocrine systemsdisequilibria associated with subjective feelings ofstartle, anger;
and fear (Hackman 64 Dysinger, 19,61). Feedback which warns of imMinent daiigetto-health
and safety maY appropriately tap Well States, and consistency of such warnings across con7

texts isimportant (as with the use of flashing.red lights to indicate danger). However, direct
appeal to strong emotion seems to have extremely limited utility across any segments of the
world of work. Eyeilin the military,W,liere the tremendOus short-term energy potentials
Mobilized by stranremotion were Ondenseful for personal combat, strong emotion is usually
just disruptive to efficient operatiOnS in modern war. ,

I Social needs derive naturally from the lifelong dependence each human has on others. Approv7'
. al, affiliation, affection, lave, responsibility, and power needs are pervasive:in thelives of
most of us.. This is a level or', more accurately, a complex of levels whiclikisalmostuniversally
involved in human affairs, including the world of work. 'There are marprzegularities in the
feedback codes. But, the media of communicationare many and the Imaguages subtle. Facial
moyements and sets, yoice tones;cpauses, attenuated gestures, body pastimes, spatial position-
ing;and specialized language styles afe all used in.addition to straightindlarinative_feedback.
Novices who eke unfamiliarwith the local norms for qualitative or quaniaitive features Can

be misled ta the point of understanding exactlithe'oppoSite of what was intendafby,the
source. There are probably still here misfits in the inimediate social contexts can per-
form effectively, but t'hisis ra neral, severe maladaption to thezsacial milieu of the
job serioUsly'disrupts perform

8
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Achievement needs are concerned 'with doing a good job for the intrinsic rewards of success.
We touch on the sOurces of and deterrents to such motives in the later discussion of CON-
TINGENCY. Regardless of source, an individual with achievement needs will tend to trans- ,
fer skills fully to any work context in which there is reasonable challenge, but not necessarily
-apply them fully to contexts in which standards are perCeived to be excessively low, Sasks

, too eaty, or Opportunity for success too limited (Atkinson, 1965).
N

Feedback ;-iuence multiple levels of need simultanemsly. For example, failure to receive
an anticipated.salary increase May simultaneously signify to the individual that he or she has failed
to achieve, is rejected by the employing organization, is ill danger of losing a valued position, and
rnay suffer physienl privation.

PARTICULARITY: This attribute is concerned with the exient to Which feedback has uni-
versal significance yersus meaning only within a particular context. As Foa (1971) has:Pointed. out,
the trend in western society definitely`has been away from highly particular and personal feedback
such assigns of affeCtiOn, status, and services to more universal and impersonal feedback such as
money, information, and goods. She also presents theory and data which suggest thatease of
exChange among types orfeedback isa joint function of particularity (which she billsmarticularism),,
and concreteness. In Figure 4 we have added "enablement" (or providing an opporturtity for desired
behavior) to Foa's six.resource classes and conjectured-abourits;position within het bivariate space.
In general; we would expect disruption to skill transfer to be proportional to the straight-line distance
betWeen circles, namely:

Minimal'disruption to skill transfer will occur when_feedback remains-of the same type.

If an exchange between types must be made, interference of transfer will be least for exchanges .-
between enablement and any other type, love-status,.status-information, information-money,
moneygoods,loods-services, or services-love.

Exchanges expected to result in intermediate, but near-maximal,- disruption to transfer are
love-information, status-money, information-goods, money-services, goods-love, ar.services-
status.

Exchanges expected to resultin maximum disruption to transfer are love-money; status-goods,
or information-servicei.

LATEWCY: This attribute is concerned with the period between behaviarand feedback. Latency
. has different scales and significance for at least three different types-of-goals:

Process goals involve maintenance of a near-null difference between controlled inputand a
subjective reference signal of the individual' during task performance (Powers, 1973). Critical
periods of latency and effects oninput tend to be quite sfrort.

Completion goals involve termination of an identifiable task. Latency requirements fmrsignal
of completion may be substantially different from requirements for quality assessment. For
example,'the signal that a required report is finished niust be relatively imricediniel:iiiefeed-
back concerning its judged qulity marbe delayed.

Extrinsic goals may be derivations of many successful task completions and may involve
latencies of months or-years, as may happen in a long-delayed -mon-lotion_

9
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Figure 4. Relatiie exchangeability cn. -feedback (as indicated .by
straight-line distance between circles).
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1.

An import..at general feature of latency across all ley/As of goals is that skill transfer is not much
impeded by shortening, but lengthening latency may require extensive adaptation. ,

MAGNITUDE: This attribute is cbncerned with the arnount or strength of any given kind of :-

feedback perceived by, the individualhow strong the criticism or praise, how close to the desired
product, how much money, etc. Differences in magnitude of feedback can impact heavily on skill
transfer. Amounts of feedback that might be intended as strong encouragement in one context might
be intended to exhibit relative 'indifference or even disapproval in another_ For example; a normally
reticent supervisor may exhibit strong praise by a few words of encouragement. A More ebullient
stpervisor may use a similar cautious statement to indicate serious concern.

EQUITY: This attribute is concerned with fairness Of the outcomes indicated by mediated
feedback. In general, equity wilLbe perceived by the individual when benefits.and costs are similar
to those for others judged to be making an equivalent contribOon to the enterprise. Perceived
equity has emerged as an important organizing,cOncept in social psychology (Berkowitz & Walster,
1976). Elucidation of the formal models of equity theory and analysis of their full implicatioi-4 for
skill transfer are beyond the scopebf this paper.. However, we should note that any substantial
deviation from perceived equity (whether on theiong or Short end) will tend,to distress the individual
and have a potential for interfering with perforinince. IndividUali in a new Work cohtext are espeCiallyc
likely to suffer difficulty in skill.transfer when feedback is Perceived to be inequitable.

,

Outcomes .1.

Mediated feedback, with its various attributes, resolves into two principal kinds of outcome for
the individual:

UTILITIES are favorable outcomes which in some way serve needs.

DISUTILMES are unfavorable outcomes which in some way prevent or threaten satisfaction
of needs. The individual may derive disutilities from direct feedback (punishment) of the
'withholding of Utilitarian feedback (penalty).

In general, the more similar the utilities rand clisutilities an individual perceives in two different con-
texts, the greater.the potential for transfer of Elcill.

Types of Saliency

The individual is typically concerned with two main kinds-of saliency:

PERFORMANCE SALIENCY is concerned with the perceived utilities and disutilities asso-
ciated with commitment to or avoidance of a particular task. Obviouily,,there will be no
opportunity for transfer of skills to an avoided task.

-

SUCCESS SALIENCY-is concerned with the perceived utilities and disutilities assciciated with
success or failure orice-commitment has been made to performance of a task. The potential
f transfer is greatest where the .11iency of success, avoiding failure, and failure ire

, mos1sirnilar from one context to another.

11
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Contingency

There isa grdlingbody of theory and data demonstrating that an individual who perceives
feedback to be contingent upon his or her performance will have a high motivational potential.
This contrasts sharply with an individual who perceives feedbackito be independent of his or her
performance. In this latter Ceie, the individual's goal-oriented motivationis likely to be neir zero
(Grant.,.1974; WOOds, 1974; Seligman, 1975; Tryon, 1976). Thus, we Would see the opportunity
for skill transfer to a new context to be restricted to the-extent that the new context leads to a
perception of feedback as being independent of perfOrmance.. None of ut.,,for example; is likely
to work as effectively for a supervisory whose feedback is always biased against gs and independent
of performance as we are for one whose feedback is based, on a fair judgexnent of our work.

Probability

Probability is concerned with the likelihood a task Will be iuccesafullyperforined, fOr whatever
reasons. More precisely, it is the pereeived likelihood that a given utility or disutility will be experi-
enced by the individual as a function of success. The other side -of this, of course,ois ttle likelihood of
failure. Both kinds of probabilitY are impbrtant,to motivation forwork., In general, ihdividuals avoid
tasks with lowsuceess probabilities and, therefore, would not have much opportunity to transfer skill
to inch contexts. The principal exception-to such a generalization appears to be with research scien-
tists, inventors, creative artists, and sports record-setters who, somehow, perceive a pattern of failures
as a path to success.

Performance and Success Motivation

. Performance motivation is concerned . th whether an individual will perform or avOid per-
formance of a task. Success motivation ia concerned with whether the individnal will fully, employ
relevant skills. Performance may be diVided into two antagonistic typescommitment and avoid-
ance. 8uccess motivation may also be divided into two antagonistic typeswin and fail. We may get
a better sense of these different types from-the following formulations:

Mc Up + Da P Uw +.0 Uf '(1)

Ata = UDp+QDf4PDw (2)

Mw C:PUw+CQDf (3)

Mr = C P Dw + C Q Uf (4)

where:

Mr is motivation to commit to performance,
Ma is motivation to avoid performance,
M. is motivation to *in success in performance ota task,
Mf is motivation to faifin performance of a task
14..kutility of performing a task regardless of outcome (for example, gaining approval for

trying),,,

7
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Da is disutility from avoiding a task (for example, anger from a colleague who must fill in
P is probability dr success if the task were to be performed,,,,
Uw is utility associated with winning success,
Q is 1-P,

Uf is utility ssociated with failing on a task (for example, when success would lead to an un-
wanted ignment),

Ua is utility ociated with avoiding a task (for eXample, when peers approve of such avoidance),
,

D is disutiliky assOciated With performing a task (for example,' that task is thought to be beneath
one's dignity),

DI is digutilit associated with failing in performance of a task,'
Dw is disutility associated with winning success on a task (for example, gaining praise from a

hated supervisor), and
C is the extent to which feedback is perceived to be contingent on performance.

Motivation to perform and to win success are,obviously, essential to prospects for successful
.performance:.

_

'Y
,

Prokensii
. i.4 A;.. . 4 .. .

It would be convenient to assume that behavioralitittpenSity is a simple and direct function of
thepiotintions-relevafit tO any. given context. UnfortUnately, this is decidedly. not the case. Com-
rnitinent and avoidance motivation do'not simply cancefeach other out but jointly are inVolved in
chooSing to perform or avoid a task. Similarly, motivatteirraVn success and to fail fointly-operate
in defining a propensity for behaVior leading to success or failure.

. , .
,-.%. ,_

. ,-.., . .,:. ,,,, ,e,

If the total of the two .releiant motivations is low, neither chOice`nor success can be expected
to have a particularly pervasive impnet on the individual,no matter how apsely balanced the conflict-
ing motives. But iftotal motiVation is,l)igh and conflicting motiveS are close,'effects are likely to-

".--- be long-lasting and pervasive. _ .

.
u

4-..

,,. When strong balan4ell'aonflietMg motives are bivolved, behavioral shifts tend not to be smooth
,...

.

bukcharacter*d by stiaden,.shifts from one mode to -another, shifts Of the sort currently best pre- .

dictaby thematheinatical iheoty of elementary catastrophes (WoodstOck & Paston, 1974; Thoin,
, 19751Zeeman,1976)
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BEHAVIORAL DOMAIN
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Any nontrivial work activity is likely to involve multiple stages of behavior. Itmay be useful
to delineate the following five stages for purposes of our present discussion:

PercePtion

' - Memorization

Intellectual processing

Response

Integration

Figure 5 suggests some of the major interfaces among these stages, the contextual domain, and
themotiyatiorial domain. ThestructUre suggested in Figure 5 is generally in accord with control Sys-
tem (Powers, 1973), information-processing (Gagne', 1974a), and social learning (Bandura, 1969)

.models. Each athe five behavioral stages is discussed briefly below..,

Pekeption

We will astinne that'the imporiant potential for-acquisition of significant vocatiOnal skills is
after sentory input has been processed through ena receptors.' Thus, our focus will be on the
formation of perceptions froni raw sensory data rather than modulating the activity of end receptors
to acquire or not acquire such input. .

Perceptual skills tupport the discrimination of stimulus input. More specific and precise the
discrimination of stimUlus input means greater the skill.' According to Eleanor J. Gibson (1968) the
guiding principlein leaniing perception it filtering or extractingsignals from a noisy and irrelevant

Anputa form of dissociation rather than the association,of elements which characterizes much other
learning.

,Gibson also contends that the basic motivating and reinforcement Principle in the learning,of
perceptuatskills is reduction- of.uncertainty., Frank Restle (1961) and Wendell R. Garner, (1962) pro-
vide considerable theoretical.pa empirical support for there being a pervasive relationship.between
uncertainty-and structuring of perceptions. Evidence on-sensory restriction and its effects on behavior
(Schultz, 1965) points to there being some subjective optimum of sensory stimulation which, given
the oppOrtunity, the individual will actively seek. This suggests that the basic motivationalprocess
is,seeking out and then reducing uncertainty. We-would-postulate-that the acquisition a perceptual
skills is an intrinsic human process which occurs unless:

'Experimental psychology' traditionally has separated sensation froth perception (Woodworth,
.1938; Boring, 1950; Osgood; 1953). The quettion of whether sensory experience is subject to signifi-
cant learning effects has engendered much argument and is probably still moot, at least in'a theoreti-.

c itl sense f note practical one.:,,
15
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.

The stiMulus entironMent is so tapricious as to defy reduction,of uncertainty.

. ./.5he enVironment is so chronically benevolent, malevolent, or-indifferent as to condition
uncertainty .to boredom anxiety, helpleasness, or depression.

Nitkolass Tinbergen (1974) has dealt with these issues in an ethology analysis of stress diseas. es.
Martin E. F. Seligman (1975) hasdealfwith them extensively tiom an operant and claSsical condition-
inOoint of yiew.. The important point is that most individuals have a strong motivation for the
learning of perceptual skills unless it haS been extinguished by serious mismanagement of prior.learn-
ink

In F4igure 6 we show one way of arranging some pf the principal elements in perception. Gibson
has suggested that seirs -..ry,data early coMe to be perceived .as objects, apace, and events: Some*hat
later representations such as pictures have meaning to the child. Spoken words begin to havemeaning,,-
in infancy and written letters and words usually begin to have distinctiveimeaning to the child by the

'tiine-of entry into public school:

Gibspn also has stiggeSted.that.iCtive perceptual strategies on the part of the indiVidual observer
tan play an importaRt iole in:the acquisition and apPlication of perceptual skills: Although the notion
of perceptual strategies haS not been very fOrMally or fully delineated; we canidentify at least three
distinct strategies:.

.1 Attention involves selective focus on pointeof high information and the shutting out of
irrelevant stimuli.

.1 Scanning involves active semi', acrOss the atimulus field. Systematic and regular scanning,
has been found, for.example, to be an important factor in early detection and diagnosis of.
aircraft emergencies (Craig, Purifoy, & 1956; Craig & Purifoy, 1957).

.1 Observational control involves orderly-movement of elements of the stimulus field pr'Ke
observer to facilitate perceptionsuch as might be involved in gaining improved perception

zof liOtion parameters.

Gibson has delhieated three general classes of perceptual attributes that are essential to learn
for effective acquisitiOn of percePtual skill: e

, s .

.1-Distinctive features are,contrasting differences on a dirnension -or propertY of the memberS.: :of aSet. An example is the set of 12contrasts.(such as grave-acute, lax-diffuSe, and voCalic
, norniocaliC) which sufficeS to differentiate all the Phonemes of 'all languages (Jacobson &

Halle, 1956). Anotherexample is the inCreasing'number and precision of distincitve features
such as eyes, nose, and mouth which infanti learn to use in recognizing faces. It has been
fo,und that teaching Only distinetive fefures is More effective in training aircraft recOgnition

...- .- Allan teaching entire configurationsiGagne& Gibson, 1947): _

Invariance oveT timebest -characterizes perceptUal learning for events. Constancies of space,
shape, size, loudness, mass and proximal causality are learned from invariances in events even
thonth sensory properties charigesuoh as a mofor vehicle maintaining continuity even though
its retinal infage changea in size as it approaches and retreats. .

o
"If
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1- Higher-order structures involve the perception of regularities and redundanciei among ele-
ments of a stimulus field. Especially important for efficient skill transfer is the learning of
regularities and_ redundancies which lead to the perception of lower-order and higher-order
units which form hierarchic4. An important example is the Move from letter to word
recognition in reading.

D. 0. Hebh(1961) has emphasized the intimate relationship between perception and memory.
Because of its "front-end",role in behavior and learning, we would expect perception to be associated
with early emergence of the "engram""the set of physical processes and changes in the brain that
forms the basis of learning" (Thompson, 1976, p. 209). Despite the fact that the brain-appears to
operate essentially as a parallel processor, Thompson suggests the possibility of there being one set
of Placecartfitems in the normally functioning mammalian brain where the engram first makes its
appearance_ Further, he reports a large and,reliable learning-dependent hippocampal response which
develops very early in training. He conjeétures that forward and backward tracking from this response
might loCalize the site of formation of the initial learning-dependent brain response.

,
Psycho-neurophysiology is not yet to the point where one can point to a specific part otthe brain

and associate it.with a particular perceptual learning or skill function. Yet, even if we defer neuro- .

physiological considerations until some indefinite-later date, there are three important memory-
oriented issues to be resolved before our delineation of perception can be complete:

.1 Chunks versus bits. ,,HuManado not input information in units such as bits which reduce
uncertainty by some standard amount. Railer, they organike or group input into familiar
units or chunks which are themselves formed out of a great deal of learning (Miller, G. A.,
1956). The bits of information per chunk are available in number, depending upon the com-
pleXity of the chunk. For example, chunks can be letters,-syllables, words, or well-known
phrases. Each successive type is likely to carry progresaively more bits of information on the
average.

.1 Short-term versus long-term memory. Chunks appear to be formulated In a very short-term
sensory register and-temporarily stored in a short-term memory, buffer. Short-term memory
has a capacity of about five to seven chunks and transfer of information to long-term memory
has been shown-to-take about five to ten seconds per chunk (Simon, 1974). Interpolated
information processing which delays a start of fixation in long-termmemory is increasingly
detrimental up to about nine seconds, beyond which it is unlikely that the chunk ivill be
available (Kulp, 1967).

Perceptual versus associative memory. Although the latency for recognition of complex
perceptions is longer than for simple and intense signals, it is characteristic that perceptions
are derived out of the sensory data'stream in a very short tinieusually in a fraction of a
second and seldom more than a few secondr, unless the target is highly ambiguous. This sug-
gests that such memory information as is retrieved in support of common perceptions tends
to be highly accessible, in contrast to ceitain of the infrequently used associative data which
may be retrievable in support of intellectual processing but which may involve relatively time
c'onsuming search strategiesincluding a series of successive approximation retrievals and
evaluation of tentative output. The point here is that memory svpport to perception
tends to emphasize rapid retrieval of remembered information, even if thisspeed is achieved
at the eXpense of flexibility.
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. .

It is difficult to imagine negative transfLer (3,L -(2.4.4Avtua1 skibiz7ier se within the voc
arena. ,Possibly sotne of the higher-order F utctin iiIL he exce,i,-Tely general for- the ler
perceptions required on a job, but properly de-- Fitould support relativei, h.Rv ever-
siOn to use of more specific levels of subsumea pez ci? ns. Willy of the available pe.renr ; may
be irreleVant to a given job and result in zero trar th an attendant waste of Fmuna

- but not to negative transfer. Perceptions can be awc 3.4:1 with inappropriate responsc ota this .

type of.association is not a functionuf.the perce--.1 skills themselves but rather of lint. t between
stimuli and responses.

Memory

Memory is concerned with receiving, encoding, and storing perceptual and conceptual data;
with maintaining these data over time; and with the retrieval of such data as demanded by external
or internal processes. It is very difficult, and within the current state of knowledge may be impossible,
to separate the memory processes from the data theniselves. The weight of evidence to date, however, '

would appear to suggest that it is the encoding and retrieval itrocesses rather than storage capacity
which limit useful memory (Kumar, 1971; Natkin & Moore, 1972; Buschke, 1974). In Figure 7 we
,suggest some possible relationships among major elements of memory.

There is an enormous body of literature on verbal learning Miller, G. A., 1951; McGeoch
& Irion,1952; Kausler, 1966; Dixon & Horton, 1968). Unfortunately, a very large proportion of
the Work ori verbal learning has developed principles having liinitedrelevanCe to vocational skill
transfer because it has been oriented toward nonsense syllables, word association, and digit span
rather than the connected ttnits of language and mathematics. :Even more, nonsymbolic inputs have
been generally ignored, at least since thetime of great interest in Gestalt Psychology. This relative
dearth of information about the management 'of nonsymbolic data is Unfortunate in two ways. First,
it has been found that there are many vocational opportunities Which lack significant symbolic
demands but which are rich in the processing of nonsymbolic data (Munger, Seiler, & Altman, 1975)..
Such vocation opportunities are naturals foi properly-skilled persons who laCk a high degree of
symbolhandling potential. Second, it; is unfortunate that there has been such a relative lack of re-
search on nonsymbolic data skills because this seriously limits our insight into the role such dataean
play in the formation of concepts. This impoverishes our understanding of conceptual data handling
and 'restricts our vision of what use might be Made of such skills for vocational purposes.

We hive already alluded to the encoding of perceptual information in some kind of Sensory
register and buffering of Chunks of information in short-term memory until they cambe rehearsed and

. . incorporated into long-term memorg: Another facet of the enCoding process which should be
7 touched upon is tfie re-coding of information already in long-term memory (Gagne'& Fleming, 1962).

'Although the principal inter-element interference appears to be among highly similar new information
being added to other related information already in the repertory, there also seems to be a require-
ment for rehearsal a preiriouslY acquired information in order to meet performance Specifications
for-applidation of the total data set:

This re-coding requirement touches on a general characteristieof data management skills, they
involve active maintenance of the data base. -Reaction time experiments haie been used to infer the
structure of long-term memory, at least for verbalsymhOls (Meyer &.Schvaneveldt, 1976). Airtight,
suggeit that data are sta 'At" gs quasihierarchical netzl'-i4n long-term memory In ordef,N4 mow.*
currency of relationships aMong elements of W.: net 11. is necessary to insert nek '4.1ik4h=sii;,-gi(iii t ikrorno--

. priate nodes and to rearrange existing proximal elements accordingly. Whether dier.aie also subStrates
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of inviolable maple* tape-like memlary records ofthe sort some neurostargical experiemces suggest,
we cannot say at this point. For prarent purposes, -however, it is the quasi-hierarchical network
model -Which h test salience for us.

,

-.. Our allusiotraa 'relationships among rnennoryelements identifies the site of pzincipal potential
for negative vocatiomal skill transfer. Tir's W in tine bonding of stimulus material to responses
(Osgood, 1956; llooston, 1964; Winter, 19egt; Didlett, 1965;,Martin, E., 1965; Altman,, 1966a,
1968, 1970; Schulman, 1967, 1968). We pusrulate that neither perceptions nor responses per se e

, result in negative transfer. Howevm, whenever stimulusrand response elements are present in both
prior and subsequent tasks, but are associated by different stimulus-response bondings, there is
indeed it strong potential for negative tramdm.

There is much to be done un education which will, fortunately, simultaneously facilitate the
development of transferable encoding and recrieval skills while minimizing the probability of nega-
tive transfer. This regimen remises aronnd xmoncept of meaningfulnesS (Altman,-1971). We at- -

tempt to illustrate the role of mataaringfUhiesszin memory in Figure 8. We cannot hope fully to
explore the dimensions of meaningfulness intthis brief paper. However, the following appear to-be
among the Most inrpOrtant considerations in facilitating encoding and retrieval skills, with addition-
al benefits from minimized likelihood of negative transfer due to stimulus-:responie bonds:

I Associative value (Underwood &Schulz, 1960; Johnson, 1973, 1974) is concerned with the
denotatiie and connotative richness the learner can ascribe to input .and stored items. This
richness mures multiple pathways to retrieval and minimizes the likelihood that single-
thread stimulus bonding will occur.

s/ Multiple modes of encoding, storing, and retrieving data can provide alternativ5 routes to
learning and retrieval (Drumheller, 1970). B. It. Bugelski (1970) has stressed the role of
imagery. The-more concrete and vivid the internalized images -associated with external
stimulus configurations, the greater the tendency, to consider the experience meaningful
and to remember it even if one's deliberate intent is not to remember.

Conation has also been emphasized by Bugelski. Stimulus configurations Will tend to be
meaningful to the extent they induce a.willful striving or effort. Thus, there is a close link-
age between meaningfulness and the motivational domain.

I Affect lends meaning to an experience. 'In general, the Stronger the feelings engendered by ,
an experience, the more it will tend to be considered Meaningful. Whether these feelings

, are favorable or otherwise will, of course, determine whether-the meaning is Po:alive or
negative. Excessivelystzvmg affect, especially of a negative sod, can have disruptive in-
fluences ori antexperiencewith frequently unpredictable and undesirable side effects. Pur-
poseful' and controlled affect (Krathwohl, Bloom, & Misia, 1964) can contribute to the
meaning of input and retrieved data as well as contributing to the development andapplica-
tion of integrative skills. This is another facet of the linkage between the motivational
do/nein and memory. .

Stru6ture is a centxal feature of most, if not all, significant bodies' of knowledge (Phenix,
1964). David P..Ausubel (1963, 1964) has led in the analysis of ways in-which educational
materials might be organizedto facilitate ihe psychological structuring ofjknowledge. Ernest
Z. Rothkopf (1966, 1970) has been a leader in the analysis of learner behaviors that facii- e
tate extizoding, rehearsal, and structuringalthrough recent work has tended- tb emphasize
thei.liMiculties of obtaining claw-mut principles concerning the effects of organizing informa-
tion (Ladas,1-973; Barns & (lawson, 1975). M. C. Wittrock (1974) haS reported results
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trrt...icksuPport the vivithat pecaule tend targeneratvineanings irLaew situations br. generat-
.2nu idiosyncratic amsciations between infOririgion.= long-term storage xi nes ',stimuli.
TFiven though the validation of iP,rrting hierarehies is', omplex Ortite 191744theasrailable
evidenceseems to support the view that Memory its-srat inherently hierarchiraliim tc same
senseas intallettual.processing (White,1974). The snamture of knowledge' is..:TwYritt.- a fano-
riouof the structure of the input material, the tools ...ivailable for amalysisaurriessentationy
of the material .:(Geesiin &.Shavelson; 1975), existinmemory networks, and thlt:,:anticipated
needafor the information.

bissonance reducer's (Breihn & Cohen, 1962) lend rmaning by bringing inteoconscmance,
through some larger fraine-ór reference, cognitive ekiments which would otaerwise he psY--
chologically incbmpatible with eaCh other.

The above considerations of meaning have direct relevance to information input to and retriev-
al from burnan long-term memor-v. Additional leverage on information retrieval,can,.nf course, be
gained by acquiring skills in the use of documentary, computer-based, and other knowledgeable
huntansassrources.

We should note at least one serious constraint on the transfer of memory_ If vocational per-
formancersquires high-speed reactions to perceptions (e.g., rapid produ.ction tyPing, lsigh-speed
vehiclempeeration, fast competitive sports), school tasks will have to beextremely close tovvoca-
tionaltrasks: or specific vocational training will be needed to insure against percentuebrespoonse bocci-
ing errors.

Intellectual Processing

Intellectual processing takes inpst frOrn a near-reakime percemtual data airman, combines it
-With data from memory and translates the data into instructions and datasets.-nwresponse.. In
Figure 9 we have suggestediillustrative relationships among .intellectualnox2cesses. We have bon
rowed from a. numb. of ,taaonomic sources (Bloom, las ;Gagne& Paradise,Ars.14Gagne"; Mayor.,
Gerstein, & Paradise,19Gagne, 1965, 1966; Altman..,.1966b; Cole,. I9M;.Bivmes.,11,070; Burns ggz
Brooks, 19712; Teichner nson,.1971;Merrill, 1971; romyson &
Nuttall11973-eill, Itr.97:5). _In general, however, there has been a contianActihrof inialectual with
Other processes. We lhavanded to limit our delineation:to intellecturikprocessiag tardiata.

Our suggested major-types of intellectual processes_are:

/ Perceptual Thamfer

. Conceptual

Principle.

Discovery

/ Invention

Fivnhoh-th
3 3

Evaluation
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An obvious feature of all these categories is that they are quite general and needful bf much more
detailed analysis. For our present purposes, however, we will limit our discussion to a brief delinea-
ticn.

Pyrceptual Transfer

Perceptual transffPr involves the application of relatively fixed routines for translating percep-,
tualinputinto response instructions. Handling of contingencies might be included here if the con-
tingency rides are fixed and infer the-underlyingdynamics of the sys-
tembeinttlealt with. The comparison of percePtnal inPut with an internal re.ference standard in
most trackingtaSks would be one example.. Another would be the rann. of a perceived word
into reiponseinstructiOus forspeaking it ill another language. A third wotM be. to connect the
activities of aroutine procedural task in, a proper sequence.

Conceptual

Comeptuadiprocesses inivolve the classification of perceptions as belonging within a particular
category virere objective characteristics of perceptions within a class may be widely dissimilar.
SusamM. Markle and Philip W. Themann (1970) have stated a criterion-otanastery for a conceptual
skin as:

.. correctly clas.sify previously umnet bits of reality into two piles: either it is or it isn't
x. . Giveta -new-example of 'force," for instance, a student who recogniies that

this4exannple.is ttorcreis generalizing. Gveni a bit of reality which a physicist would not
classify as,a force, the student who rejects it is discriminating. To really understand a
concept is to b-, able to discriininate all possible noninstances, including those that bear
a s=ong resem'Jlance to the members of the class. (p. 43)

Meade has mor recently (1975) emphasized the joint roles of definition, multiple examp1e4,
anct multiple nonexamples in the acquisition of conceptual skill. F..Ross Wooley,and Robert a.
'Tennyson (1972) have attfempted to state formally the characteristiies of examples and nonexamPles
abatwill result in correct classification, over-generalization, under-generalization, and misconcepttlias
(accepting and rejecting examples ad nonexamples on irrelevant attributes). Richard C. Andemots

. and Raymond W. KUlhany (1972) have presented evidence for the role of semantic encoding sitie
,acquisition of conceptual skill, as well as in verbal associative learniag. Gary R. McKenzie (1,9112)
haspresented evidence to suggest that inference quizzes facilitated ntentaliprocesiing involariogkei-
cad manipulation of ekoweselpts. Slow Pueel, Smith, and Pratzner (19'70) have suggested-veriatd fres*
ealOtlation nsethodokavy as a way of mapping the cognitive structures of worhers.

ilkarothy k A14144-, filisuibettlr Seimenn Ghatela, and Herbert J. Klausmeir (1972) have pre-
sentad a hierarcisy aif 12 tasks to assess frevelsof concept mastery. The first 11 levels range from.
pmiing an exampievv. en a concept name to providing subordinate concept names given the name
of aveference cancent. Their twelfth level involves the student's selecting/supplying the principle
,whico relates two liven conCeptsan otample of principle processes to which we now turn.

Principle

Principle processes involve the delineation and apPlication of relationships among classes of
elements (concepts). This can range from simple pair-wise comparison to an elaboration of elegant
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taxonomies. Application.of principles can range from the application of comtimgency rules to deci-
slain making in a probabilistic situation with formal logic rules and optimization criteria. It does
not, however, involve the discovery or invention of new principlesmerely the incorporation and
use of accepted principles, relations, and rules.

Diicovery

Discovery involves the generation of new concepts and/or principles which Can., at least retro-
spectively; be derived directly from available perceptions and rememberedidata. DiscoverY is an
'important form of problem solving which'Carl P. Dunean (1959) has related to a-variety of other
leanning models and behavior -analyses. Robert M. Gagne (1959) has included under "problem
solvinie' application of decision strategies which we would conSider here to be the application of
prisicipleskills. Indeed, af the time of his early review df problem,solving,he hacluded little which
wind qualify as demonitrating discovery skills. However, Gagne and Simith (11962) report results
which:

. ,Appear to indicate that requiring [experimental subjects] to verbalize during practice
has the effect of making them think of new . reasons for their minves, and thus facilitates
totlythe discovery of general principles and their eniplOymentin'solvingsucCessive

(p.'18)

Thisresult confirms earlier results (Gagne & Brown, 1961) that suggestthat requiring an individual
tarninstate (i.e., actively produce) concepts in problem sdlving helps in the discovery of problem
sczkutiona Francis J. DiVeSta and Richard T. Walls (1967) have presented evidence that prior ex-

ce with only a narrow functioning off devices required to solve a problem in a unique way on
ethierion task can result in a "functional-fixedness" and negative transfer.

Impen don

Invention ir,olves the development of hypothetical constructs concerning concepts and/or
:their relationships which cannot be directly observed and which cannot be directly derived using
established rules. This is not tdo different from Marshah Hahn's (1968) definition of creativity:

-

Creativity is the ability and initiative to create new ideas and/or thigs b ihe restructur-
in or redefining,of-past experiences into new forms. (p. 5)

Thee can;of course;be an enormous range oL inventions along many dimensionie.g., trivial-
waofound, useful-useless, ugly-aesthetic, seminal-dead end. The conditions foreffective acquisition
mid. transfer 'of invention skilA\a-te not yet well understoodbut we do know two important essen-

.
\,

Intelleetual skills of thesort \delineated above.

Nonpunitive opportunities to pracfice.

Forinulation -
"\\ -

Formulation involves taking the results of anyof the intellectuaLskills delineated above and
structuring them in a form suitable for:
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Pre-response evaluation.

Post-evaluation instruction to the response mechanism.

Formulation can be oriented around:

Delineating Internal message:units.

Forming messages.

Queueing messagt ;for transmission to effectors.

Editing messagei against evaluative criteria.

Evaluation

Ev*uation involves-the application of pre-response criteria to formulated output of intellectual
processink. Effective evaluation frequently means the difference bet*een a writer who Comes close
to a final draft for the first time versus one who goes through many drafts to achieve equivalent
quality, a painter who wastes little or much paint, and an automobile driver who makes many or
few gross steering adjustments.

Perhaps it will suffice here to make three general points about intellectual processing and skill
transfer:

As Robert Gagne has reiterated often:and well; there are strong possibilities for hierarchical
relations among intellectual processes. Given compatible stimulus-response associations and
similar stimulus and response sets, thereshould be high positive transfer aS one moves to
increasingly complex tasks from perceptuai transfer, to conceptual analysis, to principle
delineation and application, to discovery, and to invsntionsubject, of-course, to inherent
individual limitations and to compatible motivations.

The level at which we have described intellectual skill is, of course, much too gross to sup-
port effective analysis of probable transfer. Far more rigorous and detailed delineations of
processei are required as general guides to analysis.

.

Intellectual proces sing can result in negativeskill transfer when inappropriate models are
appliedas, for exaMple, when we reach fona knob where it was on the 'dashboard of our
old, not our new car.

Response
3

iWe use a very restrictive definition of response herelimiting it to the carrying out of a clearly
cdm4nanded overt act. This is decidedly not the same-as traditional definitions of perceptual-motor,
psychomotor, or similar discussions of the same topic under shortened titles such as "Motor skills"
or just "skills." Indeed, Paul M. Fitts in his chapter on perceptual-m-otor Skill learning (1964) con7
tends that the strictly response aspects tend to be trivig relative to the perceptual and feedback as-
pects. The book edited by Edward A. BilodeaU on acquisition of skill (1966). similarly seems to give
minhnum" attention to delineation of the responseper se or to conditions of its acquisition.
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Such narrow delineation of response as we seek here,also nuns counter to prevailing current
practice in educational psychology. For example, Gagne (1975) emphasizes five categories of re-
sponse organization which involve, various combinations of the skill categories described in this
paper, but none of which is limited to or primarily emphasizes the teiminal or overt acts of per-
form ancg.

We are inclined to agree that response *ilk are probably the most simple to acquire for per- .

sons not having physical disabilities. However, we believe that response should receive independent
delineation for at least two main reasons:

0
v Most responses can be combined in a wonderful variety with other skill, areas. By separating

out the responpe set from other behavioral aspects we achieve analytic simplicity without
assuming or iniplying inappiopriate constraints on combinatoric possibilities.

J Response skills tend, to transfer-widely, fully, and positively. It is true that responses closely
associated with a particular stimulus will involve some negative effects in transfer until asso-
ciations with the appropriate stimuli are established, but this is a problem of the teaming of
ssaciationsiot negative transfer of response skills as such.

Even though responges may be simple relative to some other aspects of behavior, they still
cover an ,impressive varietyincluding:

Vocalizations (speaking, singing, etc.)

J Writing

v Drawing .

v Making facial signals

V Signaling viith body postures

J Locomotion

J Manipulating fools

v Manipulating objects

J Operating controls

d Al.c4ching and grasping

v Positioning and rnovini the limbs

v Positioning the body as in standing, sitting, kneeling, etc.

Each of these seemingly simple response categories has a number of dimensions and levels of refine-
menS. 0
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Integration

Integration procems are concerned with modulating behavior in adcordance witb evolving
experience. This involves relating motivational/behavioral,dynamics to contextual dynamics, and
represents,the principal point of intersection between motivational Lod behmvioral domains. It ,en-
compasses human,learning; Motivation, decision theory, closed-loop sysiem theory, information
theory, cominunicatioris theory, and probably nmuerous areane areas which we have not yet idern -
fied. It would be fatuous to imagine that we cbuld rigorously define the dynamics of these inte-
grative processes.

Even at a superficial levet, however, we can identify three kinds of integrativeprocesses havin.:;'
, implications for skill transfer:

Perception of feedback

*./ Analysis of contextual/response relations

Formulation and evaluation of goals \
In Figure 10 we illustrate some 'of, the major interfaces aniong these processes as well ai between
these processes and 'other significant elements. _

Feedback Perception

We are here concerned with a restricted claw or subset of perceptionperception of theincii-
vidual's prior responses and association of these responses with Contextual events. As mentioned im
the discussion of the motivational domain, contiguity of response and contextual event t.hort
latency) is a dominant factor in perception of an association. Howemer, perception of response-
context associations can be modified by prior beliefs about the dyaamics of releVant parts of the
context and about the nature of linkages between performance and the environment. For example,
&individual may ignore a contiguity between performance on a machine and its malfiamcticonfing on
the basis of Iqiw4edge about design of the machine.

_ At least three different kinds of dissimilarity between contexts can degrade feedback perce0-
tion and, thereby, interfere with positive skill transfer:

I The latency and/or probability response/event linkage may change. For example, a sales
person used to working under close supervision may sorely miss suppOrtive remarks upon
assignment to a remote location.

The "noise" surrounding relevant contextual eyenti may increase. For example, an incisive
supervisor may be replaced by a wordy one.

I The signals and messages reflecting performance effects may change. For example, new
switches may not yield the auditory click associated with activation of old ones.

Relational Analysis

Analysis of relations between performance and contextual response is a limited and special
form of intellectual processing. It is Ihnited in two ways: *.
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Figure 10. Illustrative interfaceskr integrative processes.
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We arbitrarily defer formulation and evaluation processes to the later discussion of goals.

As we conceiVe of it here, relational analysis is restricted to a limited class of phenomena..
namely, priorindividual performance and associated contextual events.

-

Relational analysis is not restricted is to level of intellectual processing since perceptual transfer,
_conceptual processing, application of principles, discovery, and invention may all be involved.

.

At least two kinds of differences between contexts in relational analysis may impede skill'
tranSfer: _

The level of intellectual processing required to maintain an accurate model Of perk ,e/
context dynamics may change. For examPle, introduction of power assist to an exp,
operator's woilt Context may impede perfonhance until some concept of 'variable is
introdUced to mediate betleen control reSponses and machinesperformance.

The dynamics of performancelcOntext relationships may demand new modela. For
exaMple, a worker who is promoted to team leader.may cdPe With the mine Objectfre eon-

' text, but with new rules governing productivity. Whereaa previous individual effort led,
directly tci increased koductivity, optimum productivity in the new role may be achieved
With limited direct technical effort.

-

Goal Formulation -

Goals are explicit or implicit future states-toward which the indifaual is motivated. Assuch,
we have coniidered goal formulation and evalUation ai some length in our 'discussion of the motiva-
tional domain. Indeed, now `that we have delineated both behavioral process and motivational
points.of view, we might subsume the motivational domain as a subset of considerations under
mediation. .

Once an indiVidual has formulated current goals, it can-lead to three principal kinds of re-.,
sponse options:

4, Withdraw from the contekt, thus precluding further-opportunity to trarisfer skills' to that
particular context. ,

I

Changeone's own behavior to accord with new goals. This can have a positive impact on
skill transfer if the new goals are more stringent, and reduce potential for transfer if the
newvals and standards are more lax. An imitant variant here is a commitment to a
schedule of changed behavior over time which derives froM a self-directed program of ac-
quiring increased proficiency. Such coMmitment gives maximum opportunity for positive
skill transfer.

Change the context. This is usually a risky proposition unless responsibility is a legitimated
and pratectod part of one's.job. Job enrichment, participant management, and other hu-
rnanistic philosophies would argue, however, that context-changing skills are (or should be)
among the mostimportant and transferable.

A
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CONTEXTUAL DOMAIN
_

Having touched broadly, albeit lightly, on behavioral/motivational factors in skill transfer,
,hAve we missed any impdrtant considerations? Indeed we have, for we have touched only coinci;
dentally on substancethe content or stuff with which an individual must cope in performing a
work task.

In his companion paper to this one, Bruce McKinlay (1976) has extensively reviewed research
on charatteristics of jobs that are considered common. We will not parallel, duplicate, or attempt
to summarize the results of that -review. We interpret those results to suggest that: .

There is no dearth of alternative bases for characterizing jobs, but no basis or set of articu-
lated bases have proven to beImiquely useful for skill analysis.

Multivariate characterization of jobs has substantial promise, but this promise is not to be
fulfilled Without substantial applied research. ;The implications are methodological rather .

than substantive to'date."

One of the most extensively used and proniising approaches to job characterization is task
analysis...

,
When Robert B. Miller (1962) called for the development of a task takOnomy almost a decade

an'd a half ago, he was stating fordally and.miblicly matters which had been discussed informally
for More thera decade. To the best of our knowledge, no One has argued successfully against any
-,cif the manY and seriO'us constraints under irrhich Miller contends task description and analyais must
be carried out wheri a task taxonomy is not-available.. BY no-w; therehas been a long,.varied, and"
extensive-search for more e ctive ways of characterizing skill-oriented relationships amOng tasks.
Eitwin'AT-Fleishmairhat rece tly (1975) described probably the most extensive and, quite,possibly,
the Moat successful. Despit interesting and sometimes promising results, it seems fair tO character-
iZe the cuicrent state of the art as follows:

i Neither the approaches nor results relating to vocational task analysis haveled to strong
inferences (Platt,'1964):about a skill-oriented task Structure. ... ;

i Results from different approaches and metIrds have not been clearly characterized in terms
of either commonalities or differences of outcomes.

I Construct validity has not been established for any approach to analysis or model of the
vocational task domain: That is, there is no coherent set otralatiOnships established be-
tween general behavioral theory and task taxon6ffiTc approaches and resuits.

I Predictive validity has not beenestablished for any approach to analysis or model of the vo-
cational task domain. That is, no coherent set of empirical relationships between task

k characteristics and performance has been established.
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There is little in the way of precepts or results which an analyst undertaking a new domain
maPping effort would be forced to accept a priori. That is, there is little in the way of a
generally accepted vocational task technology. Indeed, our behavioral/motivational analysis
in this paper has been essentially just an extension of general categories for analysis sug-
gested by Robert Miller some 25 years ago.

We still believe "task" to be.a key concept. We have used it extensively throughout this paper,
and shown that the behavioral/motivational domains relate to each task. How, though, should we
best proceed to extract from the contextual domain a framework of the alternative content that
might be involved in any particUlar task?,

In a sense, this is'asking to structure the uniVerse of phenomena with which work14humans
interacta chore wildly Beyond the scope .of this paper. However, an exploratory study reported
by Altman (1966c) a decade-ago suggests that useful structuring of vocational content across a wide
variety of jobs is not particularly difficult. Further, that preliminary study showed that American
youth tend to organize knowledge in ways which parallel clusterings of job content. In many

. respects the Altman study vcias naive and simplistic, confounding many of the behavioral/motiva-
tional distinctions which we have endeavored tolnaintain here. Much more direct progress should
be possible with the inc.rement in behavioral theory and data which has taken place in the past' decade.

;
Perhaps the most immediate promising results derive fromstudies of perception (discussed on

pages 15.tO20). There are, of course, many difficulties to overcome in delineating and:organizing
Object, sOce, event, representational, and syMbolic doinains. Characterizing the.principal entities
within'each of theie domains according to distinctive features, invarianCe over time; and relation to
higher-order structures will also be fraught with difficulty. However, a taxonomy of percepts must
be orders of magnitude easier to develop than a comparable taxonomy of total tasks.

A phenomenological mapping of vocatnal perceptions .would not necessarily be struCtured
the same as Content when it is being remembered, intellectually processed, acted upon, or integrated
n,to informative feedback and motivation. But Such perceptual mapping would go a very large first
step toward-organizing vocational content in ways tht will predict transferability of skills.

Some of the kinds of factors that must be involved ih-perceptual mapping of a given context
are summarized in Figure 11.

x,
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Figure 11. Illustrative bases for defining classes of perception.
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EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

We have cOnjectured at soine length about the reladonships of motivadon, behavioral
.proceises,-and work Contexts to skill transfer.. To derive implications from conjecture has obvious
dangers. Nevertheless; there seem to be hints for educational Practiee that will tend to generate

. transferable skills..

Firstrwe define what characteristics of eaucational outcomes would lend confidence in trans7
ferability of-skills. Then, we examine the educational implications of our previous conjectures
through a series of five recommended. steps for edubational development:

Define .criterion contexts

Ar alyze criterion.contexts

Develop educational tasks

Optimize educational sequences

Optimize conditions of skill acquisition

This series of steps is not intended as a cOmprehensive procedure, but rather as a Vehicle to highlight
differences between current approaches and onedirected more explicitly toWard the development
of transferable skills.

Confidence in Transferability
,

Wluit would give us confidence that gaduates of our educational program will be able to per-
form a given real-world vocational task-successfully? One situation thit should give us a great deal
of confidenCe is if a largenumber and variety of, people have tried and have, without exception,
succeeded in their first try. Unfortunately, this may also suggest that education is not very relevant
or necessary to the task.at hand.

More cogent confidence might be gained by inclusion of in-school task performancerequiie-
ments such thatill-those'whocceed in the school tasksperform successfully on the job and those
who fail in schooFalso fail on the job. But, COmmitted as we might be to empirical validation,,such
specific validation seems to have substantial promise onlY for very specifiCjob trainingtnot for,
broad educational programs. The practical problems would be enormous.

Even if we had to forego empirical validation, we might have reasonable confidence in positive
skill transfer if the job task wire brought intact into the school' and performeaunder apparently
similar conditions. But it is difficult to imagine a coherent educational program growing out of a
direct samPling of jOb tasks unless the range Of jobs sampled is extremely limited.-
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If we rejecrthe triple traditional tools.of blind faith, broad Subjective impressions, and occa-
sional anecdot confidence Must come from the way in which the educational program is derived
from the work ntentsupported by highly selective empirical validation: The issues M such vali-

dation are si ant, varied, and complex, but not central to the central purposes of thisiiaper.

Our con for the remainder of this paper will be on feasible methods for deriving an educa-
.tional prop rom real-world contexts. We believe these preliminarynotions uniquely derive, M
turn, from e kinds of cdnsidirations examined previously M this paper from the contextual,

-behavioral, and motivational points of view.

1.

Define Criterion Contexts

Any orientation of an educationaI program toward out-of-sbhool behador isimired on assump-
tions about the contexts in which the.intended behavior will be useful. But,stach_assumptions are
usually twit and imPrecise. "Education follife," without further rationale toainkwurpose to cur- _
riculum, aees laot reveal serious cbthmitment. If we are committed to educatitmalciferivation with
maximum potential for skill transfer, we must be serious about delineating the contexts to which
we are'and are mot accountable.

It is easy to confuse exhaustiveness and rigor here. Indeed, excessive detail is a great danger
to clarity of purpose. For example, one can delineate inclusion and exdludon of multitudes of_tasks_ _
with a single simple statement' such as:

"All toks in Machine setup, operation, and malfunction reporting Will be included but all
corrective maintenance tasks are excluded."

The definition of criterion contexts should explicate:
,

The population of organizations, institutions, and systems to be included.

The functions and activities which relevant human performance is to support.

The population of individuals and roles for which the skills will have relevance.

The span of time for which, skills are expected to haire full relevance and the probable
schedule by which an update of reqUirements will be needed._
_

/ The sources and types of data that will be accepted'as authoritative with respect to per-
formance requirements for given contexts.

the'selection and general delineation of contexts is one of the places where community representa- .

tibn can beinost helpful.

Analyze Criterion Contexts

this is the step on which most attempts at rigorous educational development flounder, pri-
marily for one or more of the following reasons: _

L.

I Excessiveresources go into extraneonsdetailing...
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The favored units of "tasks" or "skills and knowledges" tend to come in quite large num-
bers. Even their brief enuMeration can be a formidable chore for contexts of any breadth.

Multiple sets of tasks or skill/knowledge turn out to be a relatively awkward and intractable
basis for educational davelopment. Even "simple" tasks tend to include a surprising number
of component actions, each with its own series of behavioral stgges.

Our review Of conroxtual, behavioral, and motivational domains lends confidence to the view-
that we might decompow che relevant contexts into relatively simple.and nomedundant sets of ele-
ments-without excessive fear that subsequent recomposition for educationat-purposes will lose the
essewee of skill requirements. Such an approach has thaimportant practical advantage that, like
tradirannal textbookmriting, inclusion of spacifics troll:creel-world sourcemateriath can ba deferred

nntilactual preparation of curriculum and instructional aids. Extensive documentation for prelimi-
nary phaSes is not unwired.

.

The, suggested approach to analysis of the selected criterion contexts inciadm-three steps:

Decompose the relevant contexts

Organize andnielineate elements

Estimate significance of elements

DeComPosg, the Context

The foregoing discussion of contextual, behavioral, and motivational domains has suggested a
number of dimerisions which might be used (orie at a time or in small sets),to extract analytic in-

-.formation from the context. Our initial suggestion for orderwould be:

Perceptions and the principal contextual factors that control their advent

./ Responses

./ Intellectual processes

Memory elements

Integrations and their principal m'ttivational implications

The essential requirement for this step is to decide into what slices contexts are to be cut for
purposes of analysis.

Organize and Delineate Elements

. The purpose here is to achieve a notion of ihe contextual content in terms of:

"../ Kinds of entities (perceptions, responses, etc.)

./ Attributes (characteristics which distinguish each class of entity)
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RelatiOns (linkages between classes of entities on different diMensions, such as between
perceptions and responses)"

ha not exhaustive detail which is important, since this cambe picked up subsequently if needed.
Rather, the crucial need is for well-structured and comprehensive sets of element categories.

Estimate

In line with our sincere desire to avoid unnecessary work in this Analytic step we will not want
excessive description of contextual/behavioral/motivational elements. However, estimates of the
frequency of use, performance difficulty, and importance of each element may facilitate later steps.
This isanother place where community leaders can be helpful since social value judgments will be
involved in defining importance and technical judgments are likely to be involved in estimating fre-
quency and difficulty. -

Develop Educational Tasks

The prior analysis should result in a specification of the kinds and relationships of 13ehavioral
elements involved in the contexts of interest. The next step is to create, in accordance with such
specifications, cost/effective learning or education tasks to Cover the same elements.

- . 'Development should begin with the niost complex tasks and work tO the most simple, stoPping
when the next deyeloped task Would be so simple that all persons qualified to enter the progriM
could perform it without practice. But, the4ifferent behavioral dimensions have different dif-.
ficuity levels and interrelateMferentially at-the various levels. For example, the classes of percep-
tion that interact with the highest levels ofintellectual processing:arelikely to be different from the
clasies of perception:having greatest use inaiimpler processing. This means that "difficulty" is not a
unitary factor. It is a composite CharacteristiC foreach learning task Which derivesdrom the differ-
ent kinds of behavioral-elements inVolved.

A great deal ofempirical experience is required before solid development guidelines can be pre-
pared. Preliminarily, we miglit suggest the following general sequence:

Determine the class of intellectual processing having greatest complexity/difficultY.

eteinfme the perceptual classes normally associated with this most difficult intellectual
rocessing. Determine whether all of these perceptual classes can be included in a conveni-

ent learning task or whether multiple_tasks are requiied. For each prospective task,
mine whether there are additional intellectual processes and/or perceptual classes who
inclusion would enhance the task as an educational tool.

v Given intellectual proCesses and perceptionS for the most Coniplex set of tasks; follow a
: similar procedure to the above for response, meinory, and integration processes in turn.,

v 1When all of the tasks have-been prescribed for .the most difficult/complex level, take the
next most cOmplex/difficult class of intellectual process and follow a procedure similar to
the abovetaking into accotint articulation of new tasks at the next higher level of com-
plexity.

Continue the process until the desired minimum level of difficulty has been reached.
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-Optimize Educational SeqUences

,We do not have well-defined general rules for sequenCing students' through a set pf tasks.sUch
as would-result from the previous step. Such rules await greater depth of analysis and More releVant
data than we have available atthe present time. In addition, optimum is almost always subject to
local definitionlinfluenced by purpose, administrative constraints, and student characteristics.. -

Neliertheless, we can_make -five general observations abOulsequence: .

I The general-order of mastery should be from simple/easy to complex/difficult. This is
probably not terribly critical except where more complex tasks demand specificOkills.or
knowledge acquired in a previous task.

Mastery of a given task should bc prerequisite to moving to a new task. At each leVel stu-
dents should have achieved useable proficiency. Performance on a given task should_ irn
prove as a-function of practice on,that task. But the_general-progress thrmighlEiprograrn
'should be_from-competent-performari-Ce -Oh increasingly complex tasks, not from incompe-
tent to'competent performance.,

,

The organizing framework for lateral moves (from one educational task to another at the
.same level) should usually be contiguity on a perceptual dimension. This will tend to yield
structure to the content acquired a each level. For example, it may help to clarify func-
tional relationsMps among the widely varied objects encountered. -

1 AdministrtiVe constraints on sequence due to equipment, instructor skills, and time limits
wiii probably, not have serious effects Unless they result in extended periods of nonproduc-
tivity for students.'

,. .

1 The...set of educational tasks will constitute a performance context of its own. All of the
considerations of,skill transferability reviewed in this paper should be relevant. Maximum
positive transfer is required for optimum sequencing of student experience.

, .

OptimizeConditions of Skill Acquisition

Obviously, skills not acquired cannot be transferredso optimization of acquisition has clear
importance for educational design and practice. It is beyond the scope of this paper- to review the
particularsnf the instructional technology which should lead to Optimization of skill acquisition.
We limit our discussion here to a few informal observatiow about each of the five main stages of
behavior.

Perception

, New perceptions are usually interesting and can even be exciting. Old perceptions can be a
bore, unless they:

Are associated with salient feedback.

Occur in new and varied surroundings.

1 Are used in new combinations with other stages of behavior (as, for exaMple, ih new uses .

for a tool).
41
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Intellectual Processing

Acquisition of skill in any given type of intellectual 'processing-is especiapy demanding o
variety. 'This includes varied perceptual input, varied memorY sets, and varied responses. intellec-
taal processes are also especially likely to involve hierarchical learning sets, with More complex
processes including combinations of Simpler processes that can beindependently acquiredi For
exaMple, Gagne' and' others (1962) have founct a great deal of.hierarchical relationship among mathe-
matical concepts. Intellectualprocesseirepresent an especially good basis for defining a core task
with a wide variety -of alternative exposures to what is essentially the same task. For example, de-
ciding-what to do with a vehicle in a skid might involve a wide variety of programs for-gettingiii
skid trouble.

Memory

"

We would anticipate that few contextual anilyses will find -requirements for overstuffed
memories, In contrast, we would expect to findon emphasis on efficient storage and retrievaland
readiness to reorganize the most relevant material. Growth of memory will, of course, be involved
in the educational program. `But the emphasis should be on flexible use for given task requirements.

'Response

Response oriented skills seem to be especially sensitive to the individual's self-awareness and -

self-criticism. It is desirable to achieve a high quality of response capability early because of the
utility responses have for carrying out and demonstrating competency on tasks. For example,
knowing how to say and write words is basic to competency in symbol systemsand locating con-
trokin machine operations is also basic. 9

Integration/MotinAtion

The biggestleverage education has;on skill acquisition and transfer is on a student's motiva-
tion. This is not separate tróin, but intrinsic to, performance on educational tasks. A generalized
orientation toward Competency is essential not only.for adequate development of an individual's
potential, but also for full positive transfer to and across jobs.

This is not the place for an extensive review of existing literature on the conditions for generat-
ing competency versus helplessness. But, we are not talking about` an occult process or even a very
complicated issue in its essentials. Two concurrent factors are required:

4.

I Challenge. Within the normal attentimi span of the age group, opportunity must be pro-
vided for success or failure. Guaranteed success will result 'in boredom and inattention to
future opportunities. Guaranteed, or highly probable, failure will result in helpless response
to future opportunities.

Fair feedback. Excessive reward will be 'disruptive and create unneceSsary potential for
feelhigs of inequity. Excessive punishment or penalty will be even more disruptive and mfly,
divert behavior toward 'means Of escaping the situation. Most important, feedback Must be
contingent on performance. Rules-must be consistent arid the individual must be able to
understand them.
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In addition, generalized competency will devetop greater open-emed potential insofar ai oppor-
tunity is afforded the individual to set goals, performance standards, and feedback rulez.

A realistic sense of competency is probably as valuable a commodity as an educational enter-
prise can offetto an individual, to the general society, and to the institutions into .which skills will
'ultimately be transferred.

0 f
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